Incentive Scheme
Pretend your driving is linked to a points scheme.
Every time you drive without touching your phone,
you get one point.
10 points could mean a new pair of shoes or a ticket
to an event. This test is designed to target the brain
reward system, which is highly motivating as a
behavioural adjustment technique.
By nature, humans are hard-wired to seek pleasure
and avoid pain. Our internal reward/punishment
system is always active, so the opportunity to
receive a reward will motivate good behaviour.

BREAK THE HABIT

Acknowledge Others
This test is all about acknowledging other drivers
and road users. If you want to merge, make eye
contact with the other driver. When someone lets
you merge, give them a wave and notice how good
it feels when they wave back.
Thinking beyond yourself expands your brain
bandwidth, whereby you notice other cars, traﬃc
and the road environment.
By acknowledging other drivers, you feel
appreciation, which elevates your mood and
increases attention capacity.
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Screen Broadcast
Imagine there’s a device connected to your phone
that is broadcasting everything on your screen to
onto the back window of your car where anyone
can see what you’re doing.
While you’re imagining this, feel the steering wheel
and pay attention to the road while driving, to
prevent the temptation to pick up your phone.
When you focus on feeling the vibrations of the car,
you engage your whole brain, which helps you
re-focus your wandering mind on driving.
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Driving Lesson
It’s time to teach your passenger how to drive.
Imagine they are watching and learning from your
every move before they take the wheel. You do not
want to teach them bad habits, you want to be seen
as competent and a good driver.
Teaching someone a competency-based skill such as
driving encourages you to make sure that you pass
on the ‘right’ skills and competency to that person.
You have to be hyper-aware – teaching someone to
drive demands 100% attention and focus.
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